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Analyzing and Visualizing 

Big Cultural Data

“shaping tools & tools that shape us”



DataEdge, UC Berkeley May 31, 2012

Geoffrey Nunberg Panel:

“Something seems to happen, people feel, when you 

get to that 13th zero, or 15th zero, or 18th zero, or 21st

zero, wherever it is, and bingo it’s the petabyte age, it’s 

the age of big data. 

“The question is whether the advent of big data 

changes the way we do social science and also what 

role social scientists will play…”

It’s like combing your hair, you just comb, and comb, 

and comb, and all of a sudden it’s like big hair.”

12/31/2012 Forbes article by Edd Dumbill:  “Big Data, Big Hype: Big Deal”

“Big data is an imprecise term.  As such it’s a huge boon to marketers…  not 

everyone is pleased with the “bigger is better” argument.  “Big data” really means 

“smart use of data”.

“Size Matters: 

Big Data, New Vistas in the Humanities and Social Sciences”:



Research Issues:
• How to manage the speed of growth?

• How to archive?

• What to archive?

• How to access over-abundance?

http://www.go-gulf.com/blog/60-seconds



Big Data is a Big Deal
White House announcement:

http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2012/03/29/big-data-big-deal

Big Data Across the Federal Government:

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/big_data_fact_sheet_final_1.pdf

More then $200M in new commitments (NSF, HHS/NIH, DOE, DOD, DARPA, USGS)

Goal: “improve the ability to extract knowledge and insights from large and complex 

collections of digital data”.

� DataNet

� Long-term preservation and access of data

� Software Infrastructure for Sustained Innovation (SI2)

� Digging Into Data Challenge (NSF/NEH/IMLS & JISC)

� Computational Humanities

� Cyber-Enabled Discovery and Innovation (CDI)

� Data enabled science and engineering

� Core Techniques and Technologies for Advancing Big 

Data Science & Engineering  (BIGDATA) 

� Data Infrastructure Building Blocks (DIBBs)

� DataWay

� National Infrastructure for Heterogeneous Data



1. “Personalization” is another word for discrimination. We’re not discriminating if we tailor 

things to you based on what we know about you — right? That’s just better service.

Allistair Croll: “Big Data is our Generation’s civil rights issue, an we don’t know it.”

4. Publicly available last name information can be 

used to generate racial boundary maps.

From the Mapping London project

2. HOLC & Fair Housing.  When bank managers tried to restrict 

loans to residents of certain areas (known as redlining) Congress 

stepped in to stop it (with the Fair Housing Act of 1968). They were 

able to legislate against discrimination, making it illegal to change 

loan policy based on someone’s race.

Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) map showing redlining of 

“hazardous” districts in 1936. see: next slide

3. Music selection and sharing with friends could allow to guess a person’s racial background and 

deny a loan.

“The Unintended Consequences”* of Big Data 

* See Barbara Endicott-Popovsky’s talk



The “Unknown Intended Consequences” of Redlining in Seattle in 1936



Research areas

Per IEEE BigData 2013, research topics include:

•Big data science and foundations (models, standards, data and info quality, …)

•Big data infrastructure (clouds, grids, Hadoop, software, …)

•Big data management (data preservation, data provenance, crowdsourcing, …)

•Big data search and mining (visualization analytics, algorithms, …)

•Big data security & privacy (intrusion detection, threat detection, privacy threats, …)

•Big data applications (analytics, services, …)

My research areas:

•records in the cloud, 

•access to big heterogeneous data, 

•federated grid/cloud storage, 

•visual interfaces to large collections, 

•policy-based frameworks to automate content management, 

•distributed cyberinfrastructure to enable data sharing,

•big cultural data.



Records in the Cloud

Kickoff meeting last Tuesday:

Collaborators from:

• across 4 countries

• iSchools, Law Schools, Business Schools, 

Information Technology and Media Dept.

Delegating to cloud providers the responsibility for security, 

accessibility, disposition and preservation.



Big Cultural Data ?

• Funding of a Digital Innovation Laboratory (DIL)

• Targeted hiring of three tenure-track faculty members;

• Joint faculty fellowships with the Digital Innovation Lab and the Institute for 

the Arts and Humanities

• Graduate and postdoctoral fellowships;

• Grants for developing new courses;

• Workshops for faculty and graduate students;

• A graduate certificate for Ph.D. students;

• Exploration of an undergraduate minor in big data studies.

$5M / 5 year Mellon Foundation &UNC 

Digital Humanities Initiative (Jul. 2012)



Big Cultural Data ?

What is it and why should archivists care?

1.Cyber-Infrastructure for Billions of Electronic Records (CI-

BER)
NATIONAL ARCHIVES & RECORDS ADMINISTRATION (NARA) 

A joint agency sponsored testbed notable for its application of a multi-agency sponsored cyber 

infrastructure and the National Archives' diverse 87+ million file collection of digital records and 

information now active at the Renaissance Computing Institute. This testbed will evaluate 

technologies and approaches to support sustainable access to ultra-large data collections. 

2.1940 Census Data

3.Historical City Directories Data

4.Historical Residential Segregation Data



• Large Data Analysis and Visualization 

symposium (co-located with VisWeek 2011) in Providence, 

RI, Sep. 23-25

– slideshare.net: “A System for scalable visualization of 

geographic records”, Jeff Heard & Richard Marciano

– Indexing & visually browsing archival records

– Large archives of geographic records: 100M+

– CI-BER: CyberInfrastructure for Billions of E-Records

– Funded by the National Archives / Applied Research through 

NSF/OCI

– See: http://ci-ber.blogspot.com/

1. CI-BER Project
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2. 1940 Census Data2. 1940 Census Data

http://digitalinnovation.unc.edu/2012/03/16/the-1940-census-as-digital-data/



3. Historical City Directories3. Historical City Directories







City Directory Historical Attributes



“Between 1932 and 1964, FHA and VA (through the GI Bill) financed over 

$120 billion of new housing, and less than 2% of this real estate was 

available to nonwhite families, mostly in segregated areas.”

“The Home Owners’ Loan 

Corp. (HOLC) created in June 

1933, introduced the long-

term mortgage in practice 

today.  HOLC systematized 

appraisal methods across the 

nation and initiated the 

practice of redlining.”

.

ALL QUOTES HERE FROM: ““““The 
Possessive Investment in 
Whiteness – How White People 
Profit from Identity Politics””””, 
George Lipsitz, Temple 
University Press, June 1998. 

4. Historical Residential Segregation Data4. Historical Residential Segregation Data



Big Heterogeneous Data (with Duke)

Researching the cyberinfrastructure implications of supporting 

large scale content based indexing of highly heterogeneous 

digital collections potentially embodying non-uniform or 

sparse metadata architectures…

Intellectual Merit:

Demonstrating the creation of national collections through automation and citizen-

scientist crowdsourcing efforts is the focus of this task.

Broader Impacts:

This case-study will bring heterogeneous content from a variety of sources:  

census, economic, historic, planning, insurance, financial, and scientific.

Outcomes: 

Worfklows & Visual prototype

Mapping historical residential segregation in the US









Neighborhood description for:

Boyle Heights 

* Area D-53

* “Red” area

“Boyle Heights remained one of
the most heterogeneous

neighborhoods in the city for

decades and it was a center of

Jewish, Mexican and Japanese

immigrant life in the early 20th

century, and also hosted large

Yugoslav and Russian

populations.”

Wikipedia, 6/17/2011



…

…



OCR Technical Details



Fixed 

Text



Fixed 

Text

Loaded as header fields into DB

Area No 9. Location Security 
Map of

1. Population 
a. Increasing Decreasing Static b. Class and 

Occupation
c. Foreign 
Families Nationalities

d. Negro % e. Shifting of 
Infiltration

…



Variable 

Text



Variable 

Text

Loaded as data into DB

Area No 9. Location Security Map of 1. Population 
a. Increasing Decreasing Stati

c
b. Class and 
Occupation

c. Foreign 
Families Nationalities

d. Negro 
%

e. Shifting of 
Infiltration

…

D-53 Boyle 

Heights

Los Angeles 

County

Slowly Jewish … 50% Russian, Polish & 

Armenian Jews, …

1% Subversive 

racial…



Area No 9. Location Security Map of 1. Population 
a. Increasing Decreasing Stati

c
b. Class and 
Occupation

c. Foreign 
Families Nationalities

d. Negro 
%

e. Shifting of 
Infiltration

…

A-1 Encino Los Angeles 

County

Rapidly Motion picture 

stars, …

0% -- 0% None 

apparent

…

A-60 South Palos 

Verdes

Los Angeles 

County

Rapidly Professional 

…

0% - 0% None 

apparent

B-1 San 

Fermando

Los Angeles 

County

Rapidly Local 

merchants …

Few None subversive 0% None 

apparent

…

B-122 San Pedro Los Angeles 

County

Moderately Professional 

…

0% - 0% None 

apparent

C-1 Canoga 

Park

Los Angeles 

County

Slowly Agricultural 

workers

Few None subversive 0% Mexicans 

…

…

C-167 Mar Vista Los Angeles 

County

Rapidly Skilled 

artisans …

0% - 0% None 

apparent

D-1 San 

Fernando

Los Angeles 

County

Yes Agricultural, 

Cannery …

80% Mexican 

predominating

0% None 

apparent

…

D-53 Boyle 

Heights

Los Angeles 

County

Slowly Jewish … 50% Russian, Polish & 

Armenian Jews, …

1% Subversive 

racial…

…

D-71 Wilmingto

n

Los Angeles 

County

Yes Small 

tradesmen, …

25% Japs and Mexicans 2% Subversive 

racial …

…

…

…

…

…

Process repeated for all 420 neighborhood descriptions of L.A. County:



National Redlining Collection project
Digital Scholarship Lab @ U. of Richmond (Rob Nelson) and Digital Innovation Lab @ UNC 



The way the material comes to be archived impacts the way 

scholars ask questions

Boxes (129) & location of city files @ NARA II in College Park, MD



* Paper to Digital Maps:

Using remote sensing methodologies:

“OCR for images”



* Map Processing at Scale:



* Map Processing at Scale:

* Other Approaches:

• Multivariate Supervised Classification (remote sensing):

• Image classification (ArcGIS 10 / ERDAS Imagine 2011)



Developing research interfaces that allow the asking of new questions:



















From Crowdsourcing to Citizen-led Sourcing

• University of North Carolina Asheville (UNCA): staff (provost, head librarian, head of special collections, library 

staff, departments of computer science / history / political science), centers (National Environmental Modeling and 

Analysis Center / Center for Diversity Education), and students

• Community-based development organizations (Green Opportunities Corps, Asheville Design Center)

• Neighborhood community group leaders and residents (Southside, Burton Street, East End)

• City of Asheville officials (Housing Authority of the City of Asheville, Planning & Development Department, West 

Asheville Public Library, Chamber of Commerce)

• County (head of Buncombe County Register of Deeds, Land-Of-Sky Regional Council)

• Other groups including the North Carolina Humanities Council, Mountain Housing Opportunities Inc.

• “Twilight of a Neighborhood: Asheville’s East End, 1970” project. This project examined the process and aftermath 

of urban renewal and collected voices of residents, after the 2007 transfer of records to UNC Asheville. We have 

secured support and commitment from the community groups relevant to tackling this project.

• Asheville’s African-American Community Historical Bus Tour, June 19, 2012 (35 people)

“Public Scholarship”
Kathy Woodward, UW Simpson Center for the Humanities



UNCA & Asheville Partners:

• Dwight Mullen, UNCA Political Science

• Priscilla Ndiaye, chair of Asheville's Southside Advisory Committee







Vectors – Annenberg Center for Communication SDSC: SALT

Policy

Content

Governance

Infrastructure

Evolution

The discipline of digital preservation can be described  as the practice of The discipline of digital preservation can be described  as the practice of The discipline of digital preservation can be described  as the practice of The discipline of digital preservation can be described  as the practice of managingmanagingmanagingmanaging content, content, content, content, 
in the context of in the context of in the context of in the context of infrastructure, infrastructure, infrastructure, infrastructure, dealing with dealing with dealing with dealing with governance governance governance governance issuesissuesissuesissues, , , , andandandand managingmanagingmanagingmanaging policies.policies.policies.policies.

Sustainable Archives & Leveraging Technologies (SALT)Sustainable Archives & Leveraging Technologies (SALT)Sustainable Archives & Leveraging Technologies (SALT)Sustainable Archives & Leveraging Technologies (SALT)


